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THEMES 
❖ Study of philosophy and Ilm Kalam 
❖ Study of Islamic philosophy and 
Tasawwuf 
❖ Study of philosophy and Islamic 
ethics and value  
❖ Study of basic philosophy (Islam and 
the west)  
❖ Philosophy of cognitive mind 
development  
❖ Islamic philosophy and world view - 
History of philosophy in Islam  
❖ Islamic philosophy of apply arts  
❖ Philosophy of language and meaning  
❖ Issue in philosophy of human 
science  
❖ Philosophy of contemporary new 
world 
SAP is an intervention program to advance 
the development of scholarship among 
academics in KRKHS. It focuses on the 
efforts to accelerate knowledge generation 
and dissemination by providing a conducive 
avenue to all academics to write, present and 
publish a journal paper  
S A P
RESEARCH UNIT 







Emergence and Issues in Islamic 
Philosophy
OBJECTIVES
❖ To meet the demand of departmental 
research activities 2021  
❖ To implement the SAP 2021 project 
❖ To publish an apply text book for Islamic 
Philosophy and Inter-Disciplinary Studies
E M E R G E N C E  &  I S S U E S  I N  I S L A M I C  P H I L O S O P H Y
TIME AGENDA
9.00- 09.15
Opening Remarks: Prof. Jamal Ahmed Bashier Badi
9.15- 09.30 Welcoming Remarks: Dr Maulana Akbar shah
SESSION 1 Moderator: Che' Razi Bin Jusoh
9.45- 10.05 Prof. Dr. Bergought Abdul Aziz
10.05- 10.20 Dr. Norbani Binti Ismail
10.20-10.35 Dr. Abdul Latif Bin Abd. Razak
10.35-10.50 Dr. Ungaran Rashid
10.50-11.05 Dr. Kabuye Uthman Sulaiman
11.05-11.20 Dr. Mohd. Abbas Bin Abdul Razak
SESSION 2 Moderator:  Dr. Mohd. Abbas Bin Abdul Razak
11.30-11.45 Dr. Bachar Bakour Mohamad|
11.45-12.00 Dr. Wan Mazwati Binti Wan Yusoff
12.00-12.15 Dr. M. Rashaad
12.15-12.30 Dr. Alizaman Dumangcag Gamon
12.30-12.45 Dr. Abdulwahed Jalal Nori 
SESSION 3 Moderator:  Alizaman Dumangcag Gamon
14.00-14.15 Dr. Salah Machouche
14.15- 14-30 Dr. Che' Razi Bin Jusoh
14.30-14.45 Dr. Fatimah Bt. Abdullah
14.45- 15-00 Dr. Nor Jana binti Hassan
15.00-15.15 Dr. Maulana Akbar Shah @ U Tun Aung
15.15-15.30 Closing Remark: Dr. Abdul Latif Bin Abd. Razak
GUIDELINES & DATES
1. The participants must submit the abstract 
of the article on 31st of May 2021. 
2. The abstract contains 200-250 words 
which includes the summary of the article 
and the methodology of the writing. 
3. The participants must submit the full 
article on 31st of August 2021. 
4. Send your abstract to the e-mail:  
angaranrashid@iium.edu.my 
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https://meet.google.com/ymj-bsru-ymf
